Why modules matter.
The serendipitous discovery of the SH2 domain unleashed a sea-change in our conceptual molecular understanding of protein function. The reductionist approaches that followed from the recognition of modular protein interaction domains transformed our understanding of cellular signal transduction systems, how they evolve and how they may be manipulated. We now recognize thousands of conserved protein modules - many of which have been described in structure and function, implicated in disease, or underlie targeted therapeutics. The reductionist study of isolated protein modules has enabled the reconstruction of the protein interaction networks that underlie cellular signalling. Protein modules themselves are becoming tools to probe cellular activation states and identify key interactions hubs in both normal and diseased cells and the concept of protein modularity is central to the field of synthetic biology. This brief word of introduction serves to highlight the historical impact of the very powerful idea of protein modules and sets the stage for the exciting on-going discoveries discussed in this issue.